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they had no special grievance against Denmark and had only single
her out because she was the weakest of the successor states an
therefore the most promising target for a first attack with a view t
setting the ball of territorial treaty-revision rolling. But this cole
blooded explanation of the rationality of the Nazi tactics was nc
calculated to make them any more popular either in Denmark itse
or in the other countries with which the Nazis might plan to sett!
their accounts in similar fashion at later dates.
In view of the local Nazi agitation in Northern Slesvik, the Danis
Rigsdag passed, on the 12th April, 1933, a bill prohibiting membei
of political organizations from wearing uniforms; but on the 28t
April the Cabinet, with characteristic moderation, decided not t
incur any special new expenditure for the defence of the threatene
territory. This decision was the more remarkable in view of th
lowness of the level to which the armed forces of Denmark ha
already been reduced.1 At the same time the Danish Social-Demc
crats, to whom these reductions had been chiefly due, now begar
under the influence of the Nazi menace, to display a less pacifig
disposition. And in Sweden, where the virtually complete sel:
disarmament of Denmark had always been deprecated,2 the Na:
agitation in Northern Slesvik was now taken seriously as a three
to the most dangerously exposed of the post-war frontiers of Scand
navia. In October 1933 the Social-Democratic Prime Minister c
Sweden, Mr. Hansson, paid a visit to the Social-Democratic Priir
Minister of Denmark, Mr. Stauning; and while the official purpos
of the visit was to celebrate Mr. Stauning's sixtieth birthday, it ws
surmised that the two Governments were in fact more concerned i
make a demonstration of Scandinavian solidarity.
Besides the Scandinavian countries, two other West-European e:
neutrals who were Germany's immediate neighbours were disturbe
in 1933 by the ground-swell of the Nazi wave. In Switzerland, in tl
autumn, there was a rumour of a projected Nazi coup de main—no
according to the story, for the purpose of seizing Swiss territory, lil
the threatened seizure of Danish territory in Northern Slesvik, bi
with an eye to making a surprise attack across Switzerland upc
France, in the manner of the German invasion of Belgium in 191-
This rumour received a formal dementi from the German Govermnei
on the 29th September. Nevertheless, on the 22nd December, tit
Swiss Federal Council passed a supplementary vote of 82,000,OC
Swiss francs for national defence. In Holland, the Nazi propagand
1	See the Survey for 1924, pp. 73-5, and the Survey for 1929, p. 32 n.
2	See the Survey for 1924, pp. 75-6.

